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AbstratThe MAP transformation system is a tool whih supports the interative derivation of logiprograms using the unfold/fold transformation methodology.A derivation onsists of a sequene of appliations of some prede�ned transformation rules,starting from a given initial program. When a rule is invoked, if the onditions of its appliationare satis�ed, the system transforms the urrent program into a new program. Suh transforma-tion steps may be performed interatively, in a sequene, until a �nal program is derived.The system provides a graphial user interfae through whih the transformation rules areapplied by means of mouse liks, button presses, menu seletions, and dialog boxes. MAP alsoprovides the user with many failities for ontrolling and doumenting program derivations, suhas exploring alternative derivations, printing, saving, and restoring derivations.Key words: Automati program derivation, program transformation, logi programming, trans-formation rules, graphial user interfae





3.1. IntrodutionThe MAP transformation system is a tool whih is designed to support the interative derivationof logi programs [2℄ using the unfold/fold transformation methodology [1, 4, 10℄. It has beendeveloped at the IASI Institute of the National Researh Counil, Rome (Italy) on the basisof an existing implementation desribed in [8℄. The main novelty in the new implementationis a graphial user interfae (GUI) through whih transformations are spei�ed and applied bymeans of mouse liks, button presses, menu seletions, and dialog boxes. The following setof prede�ned transformation rules is provided by the system: de�nition, restrition, unfolding,folding, goal replaement, goal rearrangement, goal addition, goal deletion, lause replaement,lause rearrangement, lause addition, lause deletion, generalization, and ase split. (Notiethat, some rules are partiularly useful speial ases of other rules.)The program derivation proess onsists of a sequene of appliations of those rules, startingfrom a given initial program, together with a theory, that is, a olletion of replaement lawswhih are needed for applying the goal replaement rule.When a rule is invoked, if suitable onditions for its appliation are satis�ed, the systemtransforms the urrent program, say Pk, into a new program, say Pk+1. Several suh derivationsteps may be performed one after the other, starting from an initial program P0, until a �nalprogram Pn is derived, and thus, a derivation an be seen as a sequene P0; : : : ; Pn of programs.The system keeps trak of the history of the derivation and it allows the user to baktrak tosome previous programs in the derivation and explore alternative derivations. It is also possibleto undo some transformation steps if the last part of the derivation whih has been generatedhas to be disarded.The MAP system also provides the user with various failities for doumenting the derivation ofprograms, suh as printing, saving and restoring programs, theories, and derivations themselves.The transformation methodology underlying MAP, suggests the de�nition of strategies, that is,sequenes of appliations of the rules whih allow us to derive very eÆient programs. Strategiesan be generated in a semiautomati way. Some examples of strategies for logi programs anbe found in [5, 6, 7℄ and are partially implemented in the system [8℄. At present, however, thesestrategies annot be used via the GUI.In Setion 2, we reall the basi rules for logi programs transformation. In Setion 3 wegive an overview of the system by desribing the main omponents of the GUI and how theyinterat with the underlying Prolog implementation of the transformation rules. In Setion 4, wedesribe in detail how the user an apply the various transformation rules via the GUI, and weillustrate the use of the menus and dialog boxes for ontrolling and doumenting the derivations.Finally, in Setion 5 we list some enhanements of the system whih are under development.2. Logi Program Transformation via Unfold/Fold Rules2.1. Programs, theories, and transformation sequenesIn this report we onsider de�nite logi programs [2℄. We are developing some extensions of thesystem whih will allow the user to deal with other languages (see Setion 5).For speifying the syntax of de�nite logi programs, whih we here simply all programs, wetake the usual de�nitions of variables, onstants, funtion symbols, terms, prediate symbols,and atoms [2℄. We assume that `=' and `6=' are inluded in the set of prediate symbols. Forgoals, lauses, and programs we take the following onventions.



4.A goal is a (possibly empty) sequene of atoms. The onatenation operator for goals is denotedby omma `,'. This operator is assoiative and has the empty sequene of atoms, alled theempty goal, as neutral element. Thus, for instane, when we write `a goal G1; G2; G3' we mean`a goal whih is the onatenation of the (possibly empty) goals G1, G2, and G3'.A lause is an expression of the form p(t1; : : : ; tk)  G, where p(t1; : : : ; tk) is an atom withprediate symbol p distint from `=' and `6=' and G is a goal. The head and the body of a lauseC will be denoted by hd(C) and bd(C), respetively.A program is a (possibly empty) sequene of lauses.The semantis of a logi program P is de�ned as the least Herbrand model of P [2℄, extendedby the interpretations of `=' and `6='. The least Herbrand model of P is denoted by M(P )and it is onstruted by onsidering P as a set of formulas of �rst-order logi. The elementsof this set are the lauses of P , where the sequenes of atoms are to be read as onjuntionsof atoms, the  operator is the reverse impliation, and all variables ourring in a lauseare assumed to be universally quanti�ed. We assume that for all P , M(P ) inludes the setsft = t j t is a ground termg, and ft1 6= t2 j t1 and t2 are di�erent ground termsg.Two programs P1 and P2 are equivalent (w.r.t. the least Herbrand model semantis) i�M(P1) =M(P2).During program derivation we often have to make use of properties of prediates. In the MAPsystem suh properties are exploited by means of the goal replaement rule (see below) whihuses a replaement law, that is, an equivalene of the form G1 $ G2 where G1 and G2 are goals.Let vars(E) denote the set of variables ourring in a syntati onstrut E. We say thatreplaement law G1 $ G2 is valid in a program P i�M(P ) j= 8X1; : : : ;Xk: [(9Y1; : : : ; Ym: G1)$ (9Z1; : : : ; Zn: G2)℄where (i) fX1; : : : ;Xkg = vars(G1) \ vars(G2), (ii) fY1; : : : ; Ymg = vars(G1) � fX1; : : : ;Xkg,and (iii) fZ1; : : : ; Zng = vars(G2) � fX1; : : : ;Xkg. A theory for P is a set of replaement lawswhih are valid in P . Currently, MAP does not o�er any support for proving the validity ofreplaement laws, and these laws should be proved o�-line by the user.Given an initial program P0 and a theory T for P0, we onstrut a sequene P0; : : : ; Pn ofprograms, alled a transformation sequene as follows: for k = 0; : : : ; n � 1, program Pk+1 isderived from program Pk by applying one of the transformation rules de�ned in Setion 2.2below, and possibly using a replaement law of the theory T . The MAP system allows the userto hange T by adding new replaement laws and deleting replaement laws whih are not used.The programs P0 and Pn an be shown to be equivalent if suitable onditions on the appliationof the transformation rules (in partiular, on the folding and goal replaement rules [10℄) aresatis�ed. The system does not hek all these onditions, and thus, the equivalene between P0and Pn is left to the user's responsibility.2.2. MAP Transformation RulesIn this setion we present the transformation rules urrently implemented in the MAP system.We �rst reall some notions needed for the presentation of these rules.We say that a prediate p depends on a prediate q in a program P i� either there exists in Pa lause of the form: p(: : :) B suh that q ours in the goal B or there exists in P a prediater suh that p depends on r in P and r depends on q in P . A prediate p is de�ned in P i� p



5.ours in the head of a lause of P . An atom A is de�ned in P i� the prediate of A is de�nedin P .As already mentioned, the semantis of a program does not depend on the variable namesused in its lauses. Thus, for the appliation of the transformation rules we may onsistentlyrename the variables ourring in the program lauses. In partiular, variable renaming maybe needed for applying the unfolding, folding, and goal replaement rules where we require thatsome lauses do not have variables in ommon with other lauses or replaement laws.Let P0 be a given initial program and T be a theory for P0. Let P0; P1; : : : ; Pk be a transfor-mation sequene onstruted at steps 1; : : : ; k. At step k + 1, in order to derive program Pk+1from program Pk, any of the following rules an be used:1. De�nition: Let Ci : newp(: : :) Bi, with i = 1; : : : ; n be a sequene of lauses suh thatthe prediate newp does not our in P0; : : : ; Pk. By the de�nition rule, we get Pk+1 byadding to Pk the sequene C1; : : : ; Cn.The sequene of lauses introdued by the de�nition rule up to step k is denoted by Def k.2. Restrition: Let pred be a subset of the prediate symbols ourring in Pk. By restritingPk to pred we derive program Pk+1 by deleting from Pk all lauses of the form p(: : :) Bsuh that p 62 pred and no prediate in pred depends on p in Pk.The restrition rule an be viewed as an inverse of the de�nition rule and it oinides withthe de�nition elimination rule of [4℄ when pred inludes all prediates ourring in P0.By P0 + Def k we denote the sequene of lauses obtained by �rst onatenating P0 andDef k, and then restriting the resulting program to the set of prediates ourring in Pk.3. Unfolding: Let C : H  Left ; A;Right be a lause in Pk, suh that (i) A is an atomde�ned in P0 and (ii) vars(C) \ vars(P0 + Def k) = ;. Let D1; : : : ;Dn be all lauses inprogram P0 +Def k, suh that A is uni�able with hd(D1), . . . , hd(Dn), with most generaluni�er �1, . . . , �n respetively. By unfolding C w.r.t. A we derive the n new lausesCi : (H  Left ; bd(Di);Right) �i, for i = 1; : : : ; n, and we get the new program Pk+1 byreplaing in Pk lause C by lauses C1; : : : ; Cn.In partiular, if there is no lause in P0 + Def k whose head uni�es with A, then we getPk+1 by deleting C from Pk.Let C : H  Left ; t = u;Right be a lause in Pk. If t and u are uni�able via the mostgeneral uni�er �, then by unfolding C w.r.t. t = u we derive the new lause C1 : (H  Left ;Right) �, and we get the new program Pk+1 by replaing C by C1 in Pk. Otherwise,t and u are not uni�able and we get the new program Pk+1 by deleting C from Pk.Let C : H  Left ; t 6= u;Right be a lause in Pk. If t and u are non-uni�able terms, thenby unfolding C w.r.t. t 6= u we derive the new lause C1 : H  Left ;Right , and we getthe new program Pk+1 by replaing C by C1 in Pk. Otherwise, if t and u are identialterms then we get the new program Pk+1 by deleting C from Pk.4. Folding: Let C1; : : : ; Cn and D1; : : : ;Dn be two subsequenes of (possibly non-ontiguous)lauses in Pk and P0+Def k respetively, suh that vars(C1; : : : ; Cn)\vars(D1; : : : ;Dn) = ;.Suppose that there exist a lause C : H  Left ; A;Right and a sequene of substitutions�1; : : : ; �n, suh that, for i = 1; : : : ; n:(a) the domain of �i is bd(Di),



6. (b) Ci is a variant of the lause H  Left ; bd(Di)�i;Right ,() A = hd(Di)�i,(d) for every lause D of P0 + Def k whih is not in the sequene D1; : : : ;Dn, the atomhd(D) is not uni�able with any variant of the atom A, and(e) for every variable X in the set vars(bd(Di))� vars(hd(Di)), we have that� X�i is a variable whih does not our in (H;Left ;Right), and� for any variable Y ourring in bd(Di) and di�erent from X, the variable X�idoes not our in the term Y �i.By folding C1; : : : ; Cn w.r.t. the goals bd(D1)�1; : : : ; bd (Dn)�n using D1; : : : ;Dn, we derivelause C and we get the new program Pk+1 by replaing in Pk lauses C1; : : : ; Cn by lauseC.5. Goal Replaement: Let C : H  Left ; G1�;Right be a lause in Pk and let G1 $ G2 be areplaement law in T suh that:(a) the prediates ourring in G2 are de�ned in Pk,(b) the domain of � is vars(G1),() vars(C) \ vars(G1 $ G2) = ;,(d) for every variable X in the set vars(G1)� vars(G2), we have that� X� is a variable whih does not our in (H;Left ;Right), and� for any variable Y ourring in G1 and di�erent from X, the variable X� doesnot our in the term Y �.By replaement of G1� in C using the law G1 $ G2, we derive the new lause D : H  Left ; G2�;Right and we get Pk+1 by replaing in Pk lause C by lause D.6. Goal Rearrangement: We derive Pk+1 by reordering the atoms in the body of a lause inPk.7. Goal Addition and Deletion: By goal addition we derive the new program Pk+1 by replaingthe lause H  Left ;Right in Pk by the lause H  Left ; G;Right . By goal deletion wederive the new program Pk+1 by replaing the lause H  Left ; G;Right in Pk by thelause H  Left ;Right . The goal addition and deletion rules are applied in the followingases:(a) Addition and Deletion of Dupliate Goals: G ours in (Left ;Right).(b) Addition and Deletion of True Goals:� either G is an atom of the form t = t� or G is an atom of the form t1 6= t2, where t1 and t2 are not uni�able.8. Clause Replaement: We derive Pk+1 by replaing in Pk the sequene of lauses C1; : : : ; Cnby the sequene of lauses D1; : : : ;Dm.In MAP, lause replaement is always possible without any hek performed by the system.A warning message informs the user that semantis presevation is not ensured, and thatthe orretness of the orresponding transformation step is left to his responsibility.The following rules 9{12 are partiular instanes of lause replaement.



7.9. Clause Rearrangement: We derive Pk+1 by reordering the lauses in Pk.10. Clause Addition and Deletion: We derive Pk+1 either by adding to Pk or by deleting fromPk a lause C in the ases listed below.(a) Addition and Deletion of Subsumed Clauses: C is subsumed by a lause D in Pk. Cand D may be equal, but for lause deletion they should our at di�erent positionsin the sequene of lauses whih onstitutes program Pk.In partiular we may dupliate a lause and also delete one of the ourrenes of alause with multiple ourrenes.(b) Addition and Deletion of Tautologies: C is of one of the following forms:� H  Left ; t1 = t2;Right , where t1 and t2 are not uni�able, or� H  Left ; t 6= t;Right , or� H  Left ;H;Right .11. Generalization: We derive Pk+1 by replaing a lause C in Pk by the lause D : H  X =t;Body , where X is a variable not ourring in C and C is equal to (H  Body) fX=tg.12. Case Split: Let C: H  Body be a lause in Pk. Let X be a variable ourring in H and ta term without ourrenes of X. By ase split of C w.r.t. fX=tg, we derive the followingtwo lauses C1 : (H  Body)fX=tg and C2 : H  X 6= t;Body , and we get Pk+1 byreplaing C by (C1; C2) .2.3. Program Derivation HistoryMAP keeps trak of the history of a program derivation, that is, the sequene of programswhih have been generated to derive the urrent program and the orresponding sequene oftransformation rules whih have been applied. The system provides the user with failities toshow, save, and print the history of a derivation. The proess of onstruting a derivation isnondeterministi, beause many transformation rules may be applied to a given program. TheMAP transformation system stores the various programs in a tree, alled the transformationtree. With eah node of the transformation tree we assoiate a program and with eah ar weassoiate the transformation rule used for deriving the son program from the father program.Thus, the history of the urrent program orresponds to the branh of the transformation treestarting from the root (assoiated with the initial program) and ending with the node assoiatedwith the urrent program. MAP provides a goto faility whih allows the user to baktrak toany anestor program in the transformation tree and to explore alternative branhes. It alsoprovides an undo faility to disard the urrent program from the transformation tree.3. Overview of the MAP system3.1. ImplementationThe MAP system has two main omponents: the transformation engine and the graphial userinterfae (GUI). The transformation engine is implemented in SICStus Prolog [9℄ and onsists ofmodules for the transformation rules, the transformation strategies (not yet available through theuser interfae), the theories, and the transformation tree. The GUI is a window system throughwhih the user may interat with the transformation engine. The GUI is implemented in the Tl



8.language and uses the Tk toolkit [3℄. Tl is an interpreted string based sripting language withmany extension pakages, in partiular the graphial interfae toolkit Tk. The main Tl/Tkprogram is wish (windowing shell) with whih one reates graphial appliations. Tk provides aset of Tl ommands that are used to onstrut GUI's, by allowing the reation and manipulationof widgets. A widget is a window in a GUI that has a partiular appearane and behaviour whihan be modi�ed by using on�guration options (font, size, visibility, highlighting, et.). Widgettypes inlude buttons, srollbars, menus, labels, and text windows.The interfae between the MAP transformation engine and the GUI is implemented by meansof SICStus Prolog's tltk library pakage whih provides a bidiretional interfae to Tl/Tk.Figure 1 desribes the main omponents of the MAP system.3.2. Window organizationThe MAP system has a main window, alled the MAP window, with menus and buttons whihallow the user to perform program derivations and also to make use of other system utilitieswhih we will desribe later on. From the MAP window the user may ativate three othersubsidiary windows, whih provide additional information related to the program derivation:the Theory, the Init+Defs, and the History windows.TheMAP window inludes a text area where at eah step of the derivation the urrent programis displayed. This area is alled the Program window. At the beginning of a derivation, an initialprogram an be seleted from the list of the available ones. Clauses and atoms in the Programwindow are seletable objets, that is, the user an selet a lause or an atom in a lauseby liking on it. This allows him to speify the arguments of a transformation rule to beapplied. Sometimes, the arguments of a transformation rule are not lauses or atoms of theurrent program. For instane the folding rule uses de�nition lauses whih might belong to theinitial program, and the goal replaement rule uses replaement laws whih belong to a theory.These lauses and replaement laws an be seleted from the Init+Defs and Theory windows,respetively.When a transformation step is performed, the system issues a message indiating whih trans-formation rule has been applied, and the derived lauses, if any, are displayed in the Programwindow. Clauses are numbered and the numbers of the lauses whih belong to the urrentprogram are in boldfae style, so that the lauses belonging to the urrent program an bedistinguished from those belonging to old programs. The lauses appearing in the Program win-dow, and not belonging to the urrent program annot be seleted for applying a transformationrule. It is possible to refresh the Program window so that the system lears everything but thelauses belonging to the urrent program.The Theory window displays the replaement laws, if any, whih have been loaded by the user.This window is shown under the user's request via a menu item, and it is updated eah time alaw is added or deleted during a derivation. The replaement laws needed for the appliation ofthe goal replaement rule an only be seleted from this window.At the beginning of a derivation the Init+Defs window displays the lauses of the initialprogram. This window is updated by adding the lauses introdued by the de�nition rule andby deleting the lauses de�ning prediates disarded by the restrition rule. The Init+Defswindow is shown under the user's request via a menu item and it must be used for seleting thelauses needed for an appliation of the folding rule.The History window displays the history of the urrent program, i.e. the summary of alltransformation steps performed from the initial program to the urrent one. This window is
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Figure 1: Components of the MAP system.shown under the user's request via a menu item. There is no seletable widget in the Historywindow and in partiular, it is never used to speify the arguments of a transformation rule.3.3. Interation for Applying Transformation RulesThe prediate whih realizes the appliation of the transformation rules an be viewed as afuntion of type: Rule � Term� �! Prog where� Rule is the set of transformation rules desribed in Setion 2.2, and� Term� is a set of tuples of terms whih may be lauses, atoms or laws seleted from theurrent program, the theory, the initial program, or the set of lauses introdued by thede�nition rule,� Prog is the set of programs.A transformation step onsists of an appliation of a transformation rule taken from Rule toa tuple of arguments taken from Term�.In order to issue a ommand to the transformation engine for realizing a transformation step,the user interats with the interfae objets. The style of interation used in MAP is �rst toselet the rule arguments, if any, and then to selet the rule. Rule arguments are spei�ed bymeans of mouse liks on the Program window and possibly, on the Init+Defs window or theTheory window. Rules are seleted by means of button presses. When a rule is seleted, if theonditions for its appliation together with the seleted arguments are satis�ed, the orrespond-ing transformation step is performed. Then the Program window and the Init+Defs window(in ase of a de�nition or restrition transformation) are updated. Sometimes the seletion ofa rule ativates a dialog box or a warning box for requesting some additional information be-fore the orresponding ommand an be issued to the transformation engine. This additionalinformation an be supplied by the user either by a mouse lik or by typing on the keyboard.



10.3.4. Transformation EngineA sequene of interation events ourring in the GUI is mapped to a term whih is interpretedby the transformation engine as a all of a transformation rule with suitable arguments. Whenthis all is passed to the transformation engine, the onditions for the appliability of the seletedrule are heked. If they are not satis�ed, no further omputation is done and no hanges a�etthe displayed objets in the GUI, exept that an error message is shown in the main window.Otherwise, the transformation engine omputes the new program whih derives from the urrentone by the spei�ed appliation of the seleted rule. Also the transformation tree is hangedby adding an ar and a node orresponding to the appliation of the transformation rule. Theomputation of the new program forms the ore of the system and it is independent of the GUI.The SICStus Prolog ode implementing the transformation engine inludes the modules listedbelow.Modules for the transformation rules:� definition rule.pl whih ontains prediates for the de�nition and restrition rules.� unfolding rule.pl whih ontains prediates for the unfolding rule.� folding rule.pl whih ontains prediates for the folding rule.� goal replaement.pl whih ontains prediates for the goal replaement, goal addition,goal deletion, and goal rearrangement rules.� lause replaement.pl whih ontains prediates for the lause replaement, lause ad-dition, lause deletion, and lause rearrangement rules.� ase split.pl whih ontains prediates for the ase split rule.� generalize.pl whih ontains prediates for the generalization rule.Modules for the transformation strategies (not yet available through the GUI):� uve.pl whih implements the strategy for the elimination of unneessary variables de-sribed in [7℄.� lap.pl whih implements the Loop Absorption strategy de�ned in [6℄.� determ prog.pl whih implements the strategy for reduing nondeterminism desribed in[5℄.Modules for the transformation tree and the theories:� environment.pl whih ontains prediates that are responsible for updating the trans-formation tree when a transformation step is performed. It also ontains the prediateswhih manipulate theories.� strut.pl whih ontains operations on data strutures representing the transformationtree.The mapping of interation events ourring in the GUI to alls of Prolog prediates in thetransformation engine and vie versa, is realized by the following modules, whih use SICStusProlog's tltk library:



11.� general alls.pl whih ontains prediates whih realize the mapping from the GUI tothe transformation engine. In partiular, it ontains the prediateapply transformation rule(Rule;Parameters;Suess)whih, depending on the instantiation of Rule and Parameters provides a all to the ap-propriate transformation rule implemented in one of the above desribed modules.� interfae.pl whih ontains prediates whih realize the mapping from the transforma-tion engine to the GUI. In partiular, it ontains the prediateupdate proofText(Label ;OldClauses;NewClauses)whih, at the end of a transformation step, updates the urrent program displayed in theProgram window.4. Desription of the GUIIn this setion we illustrate the main funtionalities of MAP's user interfae.When the transformation system is started up, the MAP main window is ativated. As wehave already mentioned in the previous setion, the MAP window has menus, buttons, and atext window where the urrent program is displayed (initially this window is empty). The readermay �nd a snapshot of the MAP window in Figure 2.In this setion we �rst desribe the menus available in the MAP window, and we then see howthe user an interat with the various interfae objets to perform program transformations.When performing `Load' and `Save' ations the system uses some default subdiretories of themain MAP diretory. These diretories are reated at installation time and they are:Histories/ Programs/ Sessions/ Theories/4.1. Menus4.1.1. Options MenuThe `Options' menu allows the user to hange the font size and also to print programs, theories,and histories.4.1.2. Derivation MenuInitially, the Derivation pull-down menu has only its �rst two entries enabled. The other ones aredisabled (dimmed) until a derivation is initialized. A derivation an be initialized by seletingone of the �rst two items:



12.

Figure 2: Loading an initial program and starting a new derivation.� `New' opens a dialog box for �le seletion. It allows the user to browse inhis diretories and to selet a �le for editing and/or starting a new derivationusing the seleted �le as initial program. The default loation for editing,loading, and saving programs is the subdiretory Programs/. Figure 2 showsthe system after the user has seleted the program `atten.pl' (double-likedon that item) and pressed the button `Load'.� `Load' opens a dialog box for �le seletion and restores the derivation orre-sponding to the seletion. The seleted �le must orrespond to a derivationsaved in a previous session via the menu entry `Save/Derivation'. By defaultthis �le is loated in the subdiretory Sessions/.When a transformation is started, the seleted initial program is displayed in the Programwindow, and the other entries of the `Derivation' menu are enabled. They provide the followingfuntionalities:� `Restart' allows the user to start a new derivation with the urrent program as initialprogram. It is a shortut for the sequene of ations onsisting in saving the urrentprogram and then starting a new derivation from the saved program.� `Undo' deletes the tranformation step whih has been performed to derive the urrent



13.program. (If the user has done a `Goto' ation desribed below, the urrent program maybe not the most reently derived program.) This operation onsists in disarding from thetransformation tree the node orresponding to the urrent program, and disarding alsothe ingoing ar. The father of the urrent program beomes the new urrent program. An`Undo' ation is allowed only if the urrent program is a leaf.� `Goto' allows the user to move to any node in the transformation tree and to ontinuethe derivation from that node. In partiular, the user may baktrak to an anestor node.Thus, by a `Goto' the user may make any program in the transformation tree to be theurrent program without deleting any branhes in the tree.� `Show' is a asade menu with the following entries:{ `Program' refreshes the Program window and it lears everything but the lausesbelonging to the urrent program.{ `History' ativates the History window where the history of the urrent program isdisplayed (see Figure 3).{ `Theory' ativates the Theory window where the urrent theory is displayed. Theurrent theory onsists of all replaement laws that have been loaded via the ations`Load' or `Add law' and that have not been deleted by the `Delete law' ation (seepull down menu `Theory' below).{ `Init+Defs' ativates the Init+Defs window. Reall that at the start of a derivation,the Init+Defs window lists the lauses of the initial program, and it is updated byadding the lauses introdued by a de�nition step and by disarding the lausesde�ning the prediates deleted by a restrition step. This window is neessary forseleting lauses for applying the folding rule.� `Save' is a asade menu with the following entries:{ `Program' saves the urrent program into a �le in the subdiretory Programs/.{ `History' saves the history of the urrent program into a �le in the subdiretoryHistories/.{ `Theory' saves the urrent theory into a �le in the subdiretory Theories/.{ `Derivation' saves the urrent transformation tree into a �le in the subdiretorySessions/.For eah of the above four items, a dialog box asks the user for a �le name to be used inthe save operation.4.1.3. Theory MenuA theory is made out of a sequene of expressions of the form L1; : : : ; Ln -> R1; : : : ; Rm whereL1; : : : ; Ln; R1; : : : ; Rm are atoms. The intended meaning is that L1; : : : ; Ln $ R1; : : : ; Rm is areplaement law whih is valid in the initial program, and the goal replaement rule may be usedfor replaing an instane of L1; : : : ; Ln by the orresponding instane of R1; : : : ; Rm (with therestritions indiated in Setion 2). Thus, our representation of the replaement laws indiatesa left-to-right diretion for the replaement to be performed. Theories are given by the user andthe system does not hek that the replaement laws are valid in the initial program.
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Figure 3: Showing the history of the urrent program.
The entries of the `Theory' pull-down menu orrespond to ations as follows:� `Load' opens a dialog box for �le seletion. It allows the user to browse inhis diretories and to selet a �le for editing and/or loading a new theory.When the user loads a theory, the replaement laws of this theory are addedto the urrent theory, that is, to the set of laws whih are available for the goalreplaement rule.� `Save' saves the urrent theory into a �le in the subdiretory Theories/. Thename of the �le for the theory to be saved is given by the user via a dialogbox. It is a shortut for the entry `Show/Theory' in the `Derivation' menu.� `Add laws' opens a text window in whih the user an edit laws. These lawsare added to the urrent theory.� `Delete laws' allows the user to delete some laws in the urrent theory. Thedeletion of a law is allowed only if the law has not been used so far in thederivation.� `Show' ativates the Theory window and displays the urrent theory. It is ashortut for the entry `Show/Theory' in the `Derivation' menu.



15.4.1.4. Rules MenuThe `Rules' button displays a set of buttons in a panel on the left-hand side of the MAP mainwindow. Eah button is assoiated with a transformation rule whih the user may apply to theurrent program. In general, rules require some arguments whih may be lauses, atoms, orreplaement laws to be seleted from the Program, Theory, and Init+Defs windows. Argumentsare seleted before rule appliation. In order to selet an atom in the body of a lause in theProgram window, the user has to lik on that atom with the left button of the mouse. In orderto selet a lause from the Program window or from the Init+Defs window, the user has to likon the head of the lause with the left button of the mouse. In order to selet a replaementlaw from the Theory window, the user has to lik on the law with the left button of the mouse.For multiple seletions, one has to press the `Control' key while liking. Below we desribe theuse of eah button orresponding to a transformation rule.de�ne opens a text window, alled the `de�ne' window, in whih the user an edit the newde�nition lauses. If the user selets some lauses in the urrent program before pressingthe `de�ne' button of the main window, and all these lauses have the same head prediate,then the system displays in the `de�ne' window a list of new lauses whih have the samebodies as the lauses seleted in the urrent program and have a new head prediate name.This new name is of the form newk for some k � 1. The user is allowed to edit the newlauses proposed by the system. This behaviour of the system often saves a onsiderableamount of typing, beause the new lauses one wants to introdue by de�nition are oftensimilar to existing lauses in the urrent program (in partiular the new de�nitions may beused to fold lauses ourring in the urrent program). The `de�ne' button in the `de�ne'window applies the de�nition rule while the `lose' button anels the operation.restrit restrits the urrent program to a prediate seleted by the user. In order to selet aprediate, the user should selet, from the Program window, an atom where this prediateours. Restritions to more that one prediate at a time are also allowed.unfold unfolds a lause of the urrent program w.r.t. an atom seleted in its body. Figure 4shows the MAP window when the user presses the button `unfold' after having seletedan atom in the body of a lause appearing in the Program window.fold folds one or more lauses seleted in the urrent program using the same number of lausesseleted in the Init+Defs window. Figure 5 shows the MAP and the Init+Defs windowswhen the user presses the button `fold' after the seletion of a lause in the urrent programand a de�nition lause in the Init+Defs window. The Help subwindow within the MAPwindow is also ative in this �gure, and this fat indiates that the user has pressed the`Help' button before applying the folding step. (For more information on the Help windowsee Setion 4.1.5.)replae goal replaes a goal seleted in the body of a lause in the Program window using areplaement law seleted in the Theory window. Figure 6 shows the MAP and the Theorywindows when the user presses the button `replae goal' after the seletion of a goal anda replaement law. The message `Theory updated' in the Program window indiates thatbefore applying the goal replaement rule the user has hanged the urrent theory (forinstane, by loading a new theory).
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Figure 4: Unfold lause 7 w.r.t. the highlighted atom.move goal moves the seleted atoms within the body of a lause. The position where to movethe seleted atoms is spei�ed by liking on a `referene atom' with the middle button ofthe mouse. The atoms seleted for the `move goal' rule are plaed to the leftmost positionsto the right of the referene atom. If the referene atom is the head of the lause, thenthe seleted atoms are moved to leftmost positions of its body. When several atoms aremoved their order is preserved.add goal dupliates the atoms seleted by the user in the body of a lause. This operationpartially implements the goal addition rule desribed at Point 7 of Setion 2.delete goal deletes the atoms seleted by the user in the body of a lause. This operation isallowed only in the ases indiated in the goal deletion rule at Point 7 of Setion 2.replae lauses opens a text window in whih the user an edit new lauses whih shouldreplae one or more lauses seleted by the user in the urrent program. No hek isperformed by the system to ensure that semantis is preserved. A warning message in-forms the user that the orretness of the orresponding transformation step is left to hisresponsibility.move lause moves the lause seleted by the user to a new position in the urrent program.The new position is spei�ed by liking on another lause, alled the `referene lause',with the middle button of the mouse. The seleted lause is moved after the referene
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Figure 5: Fold lause 13 using de�nition lause 6.lause. If no new position is spei�ed, the seleted lause is moved to the �rst position inthe urrent program.add lauses opens a text window in whih the user an edit one or more lauses to be addedto the urrent program. The system heks whether these lauses are subsumed by otherlauses in the urrent program. If this is not the ase, a warning message informs the userthat the orretness of the orresponding transformation step is left to his responsibility.delete lauses deletes the seleted lauses from the urrent program. If the seleted lausesare not subsumed by other lauses in the urrent program and they are not tautologies(see Setion 2, Points 10.a and 10.b), then a warning message informs the user that theorretness of the orresponding transformation step is left to his responsibility.generalize opens a text window, alled the `generalize' window, ontaining a lause seletedby the user from the urrent program. The user may edit this lause and produe ageneralized lause by replaing one or more ourrenes of a term t by a new variableX. The `generalize' button in the `generalize' window applies the generalization rule byreplaing in the urrent program the seleted lause by the generalized lause with theequality atom X = t added to its body. The `lose' button anels the operation.
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Figure 6: Replae highlighted atoms in lause 9 aording to replaement law 1.ase split opens a text window, alled `ase split' window, ontaining the head of a lauseseleted by the user from the urrent program. The user is requested to provide aninstane of this atom by replaing a variable X by a non variable term t. The `ase split'button in the `ase split' window applies the ase split rule to the seleted lause w.r.t.the substitution fX=tg while the `lose' button anels the operation.
4.1.5. Help WindowMAP provides the user with a help faility. Help is given in a window whih an be ative(open) as in Figure 5 or inative (losed) as in Figure 4. To ativate and disativate the Helpwindow, one has to press the `Help' button. By default the Help window is losed, and its �rstativation gives a general help on the use of the system, with links to aess some more spei�information. If the Help window is open when the user performs a transformation step, then itdisplays information related to the transformation rules whih are applied. Notie also that theHelp window may be ativated automatially when the user tries to apply a transformation rulewith missing or unsuitable paramaters.



19.4.1.6. Save and Show Menus`Save' and `Show' are two pull-down menus whose items gather together the various ommandsfor saving and showing information whih are available in other menus, namely the `Derivation'and `Theory' menus.4.1.7. Quit ButtonThis button exits from the MAP transformation system after a on�rmation message.5. Future WorkWe are planning several improvements to the graphial user interfae for the MAP system. Inpartiular, it ould be interesting to address the following issues:� Error handling: Before loading a program or a theory, the system should parse the orre-sponding user's �le for preventing Prolog from failing on a syntax error when reading this�le. The system should also be able to handle and reover properly from errors due to thefailure of a Prolog goal, like for instane, the failure in the appliation of a transformationrule.� Graphial view of a derivation: It would be useful to have a graphial representation ofthe transformation tree under onstrution, with the possibility of navigating, reading thehistory, and expanding new branhes by means of mouse liks.� User guidane: The system ould help the user to speify a transformation step, by on-straining further hoies on the basis of former seletions and some knowledge of inap-propriate dependenies between parameters. For instane, the button `unfold' ould bedisabled if the objet seleted by the user in the urrent program is a lause and not anatom.� Drag and drop transformations: It ould be helpful to have the possibility of applying therules `move goal' and `move lause' by means of drag and drop ations. The user wouldpress a mouse button on the goal/lause to be moved, drag it, and drop it to the desirednew position.� Extration of proof sripts: The system should be able to extrat a proof sript orre-sponding to a derivation aomplished via the GUI, and this sript should allow the userto replay the transformation for similar initial programs.� Appliation of strategies: In the ommand line system desribed in [8℄ three prede�nedstrategies are available: uve whih implements the strategy for eliminating the so-alledunneessary variables [7℄, lap whih implements the Loop Absorption strategy de�ned in[6℄, and determ whih implements the strategy for reduing nondeterminism desribed in[5℄. We are urrently working to make these three strategies available through the GUI ofthe MAP system. This requires, in partiular, to provide a onvenient graphial way forsetting the parameters for these strategies.More substantial work is needed to enhane the system so that it may o�er: 1) the possibilityof making use of several sets of transformation rules and strategies (not just one prede�ned



20.set), 2) the possibility of hoosing among several languages and semantis, and 3) some theoremproving apabilities.For Point 1) we plan to develop libraries whih allow the user to load several sets of prede�nedrules, strategies, and theories into the system. We also plan to design meta-languages that enablethe users to de�ne their own rules and strategies, so that the system may work as a generi,programmable program transformer.For Point 2) we are onsidering various programming languages, and in partiular: (i) generallogi programs with negation, (ii) onstraint logi programs, and (iii) funtional programs.For Point 3) we intend to inlude modules that perform automated theorem proving andprogram analysis. The future MAP system should be able to exploit the information produedby these modules for performing very powerful program transformations whose appliabilityonditions may depend on the spei� properties of the programs at hand.Referenes[1℄ R. M. Burstall and J. Darlington, \A transformation system for developing reursive pro-grams," Journal of the ACM, vol. 24, pp. 44{67, January 1977.[2℄ J. W. Lloyd, Foundations of Logi Programming. Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1987. SeondEdition.[3℄ J. Ousterhout, Tl and the Tk Toolkit. Addison-Wesley, 1994.[4℄ A. Pettorossi and M. Proietti, \Transformation of logi programs: Foundations and teh-niques," Journal of Logi Programming, vol. 19,20, pp. 261{320, 1994.[5℄ A. Pettorossi, M. Proietti, and S. Renault, \Reduing nondeterminism while speializinglogi programs," in Pro. 24-th ACM Symposium on Priniples of Programming Languages,Paris, Frane, pp. 414{427, ACM Press, 1997.[6℄ M. Proietti and A. Pettorossi, \The loop absorption and the generalization strategies forthe development of logi programs and partial dedution," Journal of Logi Programming,vol. 16, no. 1{2, pp. 123{161, 1993.[7℄ M. Proietti and A. Pettorossi, \Unfolding-de�nition-folding, in this order, for avoidingunneessary variables in logi programs," Theoretial Computer Siene, vol. 142, no. 1,pp. 89{124, 1995.[8℄ S. Renault, \A system for transforming logi programs," R 97{04, Department of ComputerSiene, University of Rome Tor Vergata, Rome, Italy, 1997.[9℄ SICS Programming Systems Group, SICStus Prolog User's Manual. Swedish Institute ofComputer Siene, 1995.[10℄ H. Tamaki and T. Sato, \Unfold/fold transformation of logi programs," in Proeedingsof the Seond International Conferene on Logi Programming, Uppsala, Sweden (S.-�A.T�arnlund, ed.), pp. 127{138, Uppsala University, 1984.


